
Staking OGY Token on the
ORIGYN Governance Dashboard

Staking your OGY allows you to participate in the governance of this token and the projects
that ORIGYN undertakes. Staking gives you the ability to:

● Vote on proposals
● Receive rewards if it votes
● Follow another stake for voting purposes
● Be set to dissolve over time
● Be set to a new end lock date to earn greater rewards

In order to stake, a user will need to complete the following:

STEP 1: Log in via the Internet Identity or Plug

Once in, go to the Wallet tab to check your balance.  You will need a minimum of 1001 tokens
if you would like to stake.  Staking requires a minimum of 1000 OGY.

However, there are transaction fees (.002 each transaction), which is why you will want at least
1 additional OGY to start staking.



STEP 2: Click over to the Governance tab

You will need to move tokens to the Governance Canisters in order to complete your stake,
which you will do in Step 3.

STEP 3: Click the Deposit button

An overlay will be displayed where you can enter the amount you would like to deposit.  If
your Unstaked Balance is zero, and you plan to stake, you will need to deposit a minimum of
1000 to cover the minimum requirement to stake. Once you enter an amount, and click the



Deposit OGY button, you will get two subsequent notifications.  The first notification is that
your deposit is in progress, and the next notifies you that the deposit was successful.

Once complete, click anywhere outside the overlay to close it.

Once your deposit is complete, you will now see that your Unstaked OGY balance has risen
by the amount deposited from your wallet.  Your Wallet Balance will also have decreased by
the amount deposited minus fees.

STEP 4: Stake your OGY



Now that you have deposited OGY in the Unstaked OGY canister, you are now able to stake
your OGY.  Clicking the Stake button to open the overlay and enter an amount greater than
or equal to 1000.

To begin your stake, select your Lock Up Period. Selecting the Lock Up Period will initiate the
process.  You will see a message stating the stake is in process and another when the stake
has completed successfully.  When the second message is displayed, click the Close button or
outside the overlay to close it.

Once the overlay is closed, you will see that your Staked OGY has gone up by the amount
staked. There will be a line item under Staked OGY related to the stake. From here, you will
be able to manage your stake via the Manage Stake button.

STEP 5: Manage your stake



Now that you have staked some OGY, you have the option of extending the length of time on
the stake, or Start/Stop the Dissolve depending on its current status.

● Dissolving your stake will make your OGY liquid for trading purposes. However, you
will lose governance powers and privileges as more of your stake is dissolved.

● By default, a new stake will not dissolve.  If you click Dissolve, it will update the
Dissolve Status from “No” to “Yes.”  The next time you open the Manage Stake dialog,
the Dissolve button will show Stop Dissolving


